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PAPER MOISTURE METER
POERATION MANUAL

Push upward with finger to take cover cap off.
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I. Function
Digital intelligent MCU paper moisture meter can work on 4 types paper (writing paper,

copper-print paper, newsprint, writing paper) through the spring contact precise measuring.
II. Features

1. lt is used the microcomputer (CPU) technique to measure quickly, accurately.
2. Low power consumption.
3. Auto - compensation of environmental humidity
4. Suitable design, no damage of measured paper
5. Low power indicating 6.Beautiful, fast, easy to operate.

III. Panel description
1. Probe shield
2. Measure probe
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3. Paper select button
4. Power/Hold button
5. LCD display
6. Battery cover

IV. Technology
Range: 2%-40%
Accuracy: 0.5%
Operation temperature: 0oC - 5oC

20-90%RH
Battery consumption: approx.6.5mA
Power: 9V battery
Dimension: 129x64x32mm
Weight: Approx.116g

(include the battery)
V. Measuring method

1. Install on the battery and press the button (If the meter is not used for a long time, we
suggest start the measurement after 5 minutes to get the balance between the inside
humidity sensor and the environmental humidity, then you can read a more correct
measuring value).

2. Press the “m” button to select on a right kind of measured paper ( there are 4 kinds), 1
stands for normal writing paper, 2 stands for copper-print paper, 3 stands for carton, 4 stands
for newsprinto.

3. Open the probe shield and contact the paper with the measuri ng probe tig htly, the
reading value on the instrument LCD is the moisture of measured paper.
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4. ln the measurement process, pressing the button lightly (not longer than 2 seconds) can
hold on the present measuring value and pressing lightly again will release the hold.

5. After measuring, press the button tightly for a little long time (be over 2 seconds) to cut
off the power, cover the probe shield and keep the instrument, well.
VI. Notice

1. When the battery power is not sufficient, LCD will display Please replace a new 9V
battery required.

2. lf do not use this instrument for a long time, Please remove the battery.
3. Do not contact water or caustic liquid so that keep the meter well.
4. Take the instrument out the package and start measurement after 5 minutes to get the

balance between inside humidity sensor and the environmental humidity.
5. Do not contact and electrically charged objects with the measure probe, to avoid any

damage of the instrument.


